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Examination Notification 
 

This is for the information of all concerned that the following rules are adopted by 

the University in connection with examination procedure. 

Rule1:  It has been decided to allow review of answer scripts on demand in the following 

steps - Re-scrutiny, Photocopy and Re-evaluation. The fees for Re-scrutiny, Photocopy 

and Re-evaluation of Answer Script are fixed as follows: 

 Re-scrutiny  : Rs.100.00 per Answer Script 

Photocopy  : Rs.200.00  per Answer Script 

Re-evaluation : Rs.300.00 per Answer Script 

The candidates have to apply in the aforesaid sequence while applying for review. 

Rule 2:  BPP pass mark shall be 35% in aggregate. The candidate who has passed in 

individual courses with 30% but could not secure 35% on aggregate, shall be allowed to 

appear in improvement examination in maximum number of 3 papers to secure the 

required percentage of aggregate for a pass. 

Rule 3:  The candidates who have passed in individual course with 35% marks in Master’s 
Degree / PG Diploma programme, but fail to secure the aggregate (45%) for a pass shall 
be allowed to appear in improvement examination. A learner can appear in maximum of 
four (4) papers in one semester to improve their aggregate marks to qualify for the degree 
and also to improve the aggregate marks for getting higher class. 

Rule 4:  In the same line for Bachelor’s Degree programmes similar facility shall be 
extended to those who want to attain required aggregate for securing major or to improve 
their overall performance for getting higher class. However, a candidate shall not be 
allowed to appear in examinations of more than 4 papers in a semester. 

Rule 5:  Candidates whose assignment marks are not received, their results will be kept 
withheld upto 30 days from the date of declaration of the results. If within this period the 
assignment marks are not received the respective subject will be held as NC (not clear) 
and such candidates will have to re-appear in the said examination including submission 
of assignment. 
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